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       I came all this way for a reason. Today is the day of salvation. Trust
Jesus to save you. Then be sincere as God knows a pretender. 
~Kirk Cameron

God speaks with authority on every subject including marriage and His
advice trumps Oprah's every time. 
~Kirk Cameron

To say anything negative about Stephen Hawking is like bullying a blind
man. He has an unfair disadvantage, and that gives him a free pass on
some of his absurd ideas. 
~Kirk Cameron

If you had the cure to cancer wouldn't you share it? .. You have the
cure to death .. get out there and share it. 
~Kirk Cameron

I'm not perfect in my walk but I want to do the right thing. 
~Kirk Cameron

Put your nose into the Bible everyday. It is your spiritual food. And then
share it. Make a vow not to be a lukewarm Christian. 
~Kirk Cameron

All things are possible to those who believe, less difficult to those who
hope, more easy to those who love, and still easier to those who
persevere in the practice of these three virtues. 
~Kirk Cameron

I'm a man of convictions. If you press me about how I feel about an
issue, you're going to see my convictions. 
~Kirk Cameron

Nobody should mistreat anybody. Homosexuals should not be
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mistreated. Heterosexuals should not be mistreated. Bisexuals should
not be mistreated. 
~Kirk Cameron

Jesus first of all, loves His Father in heaven and would never
compromise the message that sinners must be delivered or be
damned. That is the reason Jesus came to earth-to save sinners. 
~Kirk Cameron

I was being foolish. An atheist can't stand behind their assertion that
God doesn't exist. The stupidest thing I ever could have done was to
reject His Truth. 
~Kirk Cameron

Faith in God... produces character; character will produce courage,
courage to face the challenges of the day. 
~Kirk Cameron

There is nothing more important than your eternal salvation. 
~Kirk Cameron

What if marriage is really about making us more like Christ, not so
much about making us happy? 
~Kirk Cameron

God steps into the suffering with us, and He takes it on himself, and He
walks through it with us, and He uses it to create something in you that
is  #â€Ž unstoppable  . 
~Kirk Cameron

I can assuredly say that it's my life's mission to love all people. 
~Kirk Cameron

God is a God who has not given up on His people. If He wanted to give
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up, He would have given up back in the Garden of Eden. 
~Kirk Cameron

It does grieve me to think there are people misunderstanding my heart
on an issue. 
~Kirk Cameron

I believe that freedom of speech and freedom of religion go
hand-in-hand in America. 
~Kirk Cameron

Every candle that gets lit in the dark room must feel a little rejection
from the darkness around it, but the last thing I want from those who
hold a different world view to me is to accept me. 
~Kirk Cameron

I sometimes found myself more comfortable around my TV family than I
did with my own parents and sister. 
~Kirk Cameron

Let's put Christ back into Christmas. 
~Kirk Cameron

My wife - I married my onscreen girlfriend from 'Growing Pains', Mike
Seaver's girlfriend, and we've been married for 17 years - so marriage
is very important to us. 
~Kirk Cameron

I could have anything I wanted and if I didn't have it, it was because I
didn't want it. 
~Kirk Cameron

Do I support the idea of gay marriage? No, I don't. 
~Kirk Cameron
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I think God is perfect, all-powerful and has an unstoppable plan for
everyone, including those who love him and those who don't. 
~Kirk Cameron

The true Christian loves his Savior with his whole heart and wants
nothing to do with the sin that nailed his Redeemer to the cross. 
~Kirk Cameron

I believe the Scriptures teach that there's a literal heaven and a literal
hell, just like Jesus said. And without forgiveness of sins that, yeah, the
place of punishment is called hell. 
~Kirk Cameron

I was experiencing all the success the entertainment industry has to
offer, but I knew there had to be something more. It was sort of through
that God prepared me to hear about His great plan. 
~Kirk Cameron

If you take Darwin's theory and extend it to its logical end, it can be
used to justify a number of very horrendous things. 
~Kirk Cameron

Why do people hate God?... One, they hate the moral standard. Two,
they hate the way he's transforming the world even in the midst of
suffering and tragedy. 
~Kirk Cameron

The biblical method of change begins in the heart of man with the
Gospel. It transforms the mind of man and gradually works its way out.
And it builds a nation from the bottom up. 
~Kirk Cameron

I have faith in God and not that we have evolved from a rock, not from
worshiping the environment or endangered bugs. 
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~Kirk Cameron

Atheism has been on the rise for years now, and the Bible of the
atheists is The Origin of Species. 
~Kirk Cameron

God's advice trumps Oprah's every time. 
~Kirk Cameron

I think my biggest problem was, as a celebrity on a TV show, you get
an inflated ego and you think you're the center of the universe. 
~Kirk Cameron

If my kids came to me and said, 'I'm gay,' I'd say, 'Son, I love you.'
That's never at stake. Never, never, never at stake. 
~Kirk Cameron

In any society that is governed by the rule of law, some form of morality
is always imposed. It's inescapable. 
~Kirk Cameron

You either believe marriage and human sexuality are sacred, or you do
not. 
~Kirk Cameron

My kids haven't watched one episode of 'Growing Pains'. I'll tell you
why. When our kids were little, we never wanted Mommy or Daddy to
be the celebrity mom or dad to our kids. 
~Kirk Cameron

People want to be liked by other people so they adopt other people's
standards, but for me, my standard had always been true. 
~Kirk Cameron
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Our first priority is our kids. 
~Kirk Cameron

I don't think that growing up in the entertainment industry is the
healthiest place for kids. The track record kind of shows that. 
~Kirk Cameron

To really understand what love is, you've kinda got to dig down deeper
than just how you feel at the moment. 
~Kirk Cameron

Think of someone you know who's not saved but you may be afraid to
share the Gospel with that person. I've found a way that's radically
effective in training people to share the Gospel. 
~Kirk Cameron

I never had a desire to leave mainstream Hollywood. And still don't
think that I've left mainstream Hollywood. 
~Kirk Cameron
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